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Abstract— In the present day scenario traffic rules are 

frequently violated by the drivers and over speeding occurs 

due to erratic driving behavior. So, a driver assistance 

system is provided to prevent speeding, violation of road 

rules and also to display alert messages. The advantage of 

technology has also increased the traffic hazards and the 

accidents take place frequently, which cause huge loss of 

property and in most of the cases the vehicle which caused 

accident will escape and is almost close to impossible to 

keep track of these vehicles, especially during the night. The 

main objective of this project is to design a system which 

will alert, record and report for over speed violation and find 

out the hit and run vehicle. Speed of all the Vehicles is 

monitored. If suppose an accident occurs at a particular 

location. Two vehicles are involved in this accident, the 

vibration sensor placed in front of the vehicles is triggered 

and sends an alert to the server through Zigbee 

communication. Even if the suspect escapes, using our 

tracking system we can keep track of the vehicle by 

periodically using GPS. This tracking system can inform the 

location and route travelled by vehicle, and that information 

can be observed from any other remote location. 

Key words: Effective capture, Android, Zigbee, GPS, 

Emergency Support 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main aim of the proposed system is to prevent over 

speeding, alert, recording, accident reporting and track the 

effective capture vehicle.  In this project we propose the 

design, development and deployment of GPS (Global 

Positioning System) based Vehicle Tracking and Alert 

System which will allow traffic police control station to 

track vehicles which caused the accident, in real-time and 

provide an alert system.  Now a days all the new vehicle 

consist of vibration sensor and GPS system. We are 

modifying this system with Zigbee. The vehicle section 

module consists of Microcontroller, GPS module, buzzer, 

vibration sensor, LCD, Zigbee module and a car lock 

system. Speed of all the Vehicles is continuously monitored. 

If any vehicle goes beyond the permitted speed then warning 

is given twice to the driver, if speed is continued then 

mobile camera attached with the vehicle‟s Zigbee is initiated 

and a picture is taken. The mobile camera is attached with a 

Zigbee via OTG cable. Then photo and vehicle details are 

updated to the server. Whenever a collision occurs, the 

vibration sensor is activated and buzzer is triggered. If both 

the drivers of the vehicles turn off the buzzer within the 

particular time set then it is considered as “Normal state” 

and no information will be sent to the server. If one vehicle 

turns off the buzzer and there is no response from the other 

then both the vehicles are made to off state, police is 

initiated to the x vehicle and Ambulance is initiated to the y 

vehicle. In both the vehicles Camera & GPS is initiated and 

location info is tracked completely to identity the Hit &Run 

driver. Life support is provided to the y vehicle. The 

accident rate increases day by day. To prevent that, we 

introduce this technique. And also the location information 

is sent as a message to the registered mobile number using 

an android application. The GPS embedded in the smart 

phone is attached to the vehicle to track the victim. The GPS 

gives the location information to the server about the vehicle 

that helps to find the details about the driver. A camera is 

also attached to take a photo of the driver and it is sent to the 

server for further identification. The vibration sensors range 

is also provided to detect the force when both the vehicle 

crash into each other. If the vibration sensors range is very 

low and if both the drivers turn off the buzzer, then the 

server detects that there is no danger. If the vibration range 

crosses the limit then the server detects that the accident 

took place. The effective capture of driver can also be 

identified by using the GPS and camera attached with the 

vehicle. This system is a low cost and efficient tracking 

system. These details will help to find the person who is 

made an accident and save the victim as early as possible. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Android Application 

Mobile Client is an Android application which created and 

installed in the User‟s Android Mobile Phone. So this paper 

can perform the specific activities. The Application‟s First 

Page will have a onetime User Registration Process. In that 

the user‟s name, phone number, email id, vehicle number, 

account details and all other information is gathered. And 

store that information to server that is database. For getting 

the information, they drag and drop the components such as 

labels, text field, password text field and buttons. Then write 

code for each component. And create action listener for all 

the buttons to do some actions. After registering using user 

information, there are two labels one for username and 

another for password. Use two text field username and 

password from the user. Then two button is there, one for 

sign in and another for cancel. And write code for all 

activities done for this paper. Once designed the page, write 

the codes for each. Once this paper creates the full mobile 

application, it will generate as Android Platform Kit (APK) 

file in particular drive. This APK file will be installed in the 

User‟s Mobile Phone an Application. Using this application, 

perform specified task using this application through user‟s 
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Fig. 1: Application Development Block Diagram 

B. Embedded Hardware Requirements and Construction 

PIC16F877Amicrocontroller, Zigbeetransceiver, 

VibrationSensors, Lock System, Smart Phone, Buzzer, PC. 

In this module fabricates embedded kit to show the demo of 

the car movements in the road. To show demo, many kits 

are needed such as three zigbee, two Gps, two vibration 

sensor and two motors are used. Three zigbees are used to 

communicate with each other .one is fixed with vehicle 1, 

second with vehicle 2 and another with server. Using these 

communicate among them. Using vibration sensors, detect 

the accident occur between two vehicles. All these activities 

are monitored by server. The software program is written in 

EMBEDDED „C‟ language and compiled by HI-TECH C 

compiler using MPLAB IDE software. The compiler is used 

to convert middle level language into machine level 

language. After compiler operation the hex code is 

generated and stored in the computer. The hex is nothing but 

machine level language understands by the micro controller. 

The hex code of the program is burnt into the ROM (Flash 

memory) of PIC16F877A by using PICKIT2 Programmer. 

PIC16F877A is a high performance RISC CPU machine. 

ONLY have 35 simple word instructions.100000 times 

erase/write cycle enhanced memory.1000000 times 

erase/write cycle data EEPROM memory. The buzzer is 

triggered for specified time. If both the drivers can able to 

turn off the buzzer then it is considered as normal. If one 

driver can able to turn off the buzzer and others cannot 

means. Emergency support is provided to the victim. From 

the server system will monitor car kit movement. In case of 

accident happened that any hit between two cars it generates 

alert as Buzzer. 

 
Fig. 2: hardware construction block diagram 

Hardware description 

1) PIC16F877A: 

It is High performance RISC CPU machine. ONLY have 35 

simple word instructions. Operating speed: clock input 

(200MHz), instruction cycle (200nS).Up to 368×8bit of 

RAM (data memory), 256×8 of EEPROM (data memory), 

8k×14 of flash memory. Wide operating voltage range (2.0 – 

5.56) volts.2 8 bit timer and one 16 bit timer is 

available10bit multi-channel A/D converter Synchronous 

Serial Port (SSP) with SPI (master code) and I2C 

(master/slave). 100000 times erase/write cycle enhanced 

memory.1000000 times erase/write cycle data EEPROM 

memory 

C. Power Supply Circuit 

The hardware of project requires different power supplies.5 

v. the interfacing devices will get the supply from main 

microcontroller 

D. LCD 

LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) screen is an electronic display 

module and find a wide range of applications. A 16x2 LCD 

display is very basic module and is very commonly used in 

various devices and circuits. A 16x2 LCD means it can 

display 16 characters per line and there are 2 such lines. In 

this LCD each character is displayed in 5x7 pixel matrix. 

This LCD has two registers, namely, Command and Data. 

 

E. ZIGBEE 

ZigBee is a wireless technology developed as an open global 

standard to address the unique needs of low-cost, low-power 

wireless M2M networks. The ZigBee standard operates on 

the IEEE 802.15.4 physical radio specification and operates 

in unlicensed bands including 2.4 GHz, 900 MHz and 868 

MHz. The ZigBee protocol was designed to provide an 
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easy-to-use wireless data solution characterized by secure, 

reliable wireless network architectures. Support for multiple 

network topologies such as point-to-point, point-to-

multipoint and mesh networks. It has Low duty cycle – 

provides long battery life ,Low latency ,Direct Sequence 

Spread Spectrum (DSSS) ,Up to 65,000 nodes per 

network,128-bit AES encryption for secure data 

connections, collision avoidance, retries and 

acknowledgements 

III. DETECTING VIBRATION & LOCATION SHARING 

The vibration sensor, which is useful for a variety of 

different fields, has the ability to detect vibrations in a given 

area. This can help to alert someone to trouble with a 

system, and you will even find these types of sensors in use 

with security systems today. They have quite a few different 

uses. A capacitive vibration sensor or an accelerometer is 

formed from a capacitor one plate of which is a proof mass, 

with the other plate fixed to a substrate. Vibration sensors 

are utilized in a number of applications to measure 

acceleration and/or vibration activity. Vibration sensors can 

be useful for monitoring the condition of rotating 

machinery, where overheating or excessive vibration could 

indicate excessive loading, inadequate lubrication, or 

bearing wear. The vibration sensor was fixed to the 

embedded kit module and the vibration range was 

determined and the buzzer sounds when it crosses the 

vibration range. If there is any hitting happened means 

vibration sensor detects and it sends Command to the server. 

Then it raises the buzzer, if the command is H then it is 

considered as hit that is accident occurred between vehicles. 

Based on the user action on buzzer the server performs the 

required operation. That is, on accident initially both vehicle 

buzzer gets triggered, if both the buzzer turns off  then it 

was consider as normal state and they don‟t need any 

emergency support so the information stored in the server 

was not transferred to anybody else if one driver can able to 

turn off the buzzer and other  not able to turn off the buzzer 

means one is safe and other car and driver got huge injury so 

the information of the first vehicle was send to the police 

and the information of the second vehicle was send to the 

ambulance and the registered numbers through the mobile 

application.And the location information of the vehicles also 

forwarded to the server. GPS is used to track the location of 

the vehicles. The drivers information is already stored in the 

database. 

 

A. Effective capture Behaviour Analysis 

In this module it will checks that who is hitting and who is 

running. Here it will check that which car driver is met huge 

injury and which car has met minimum injury. Huge injury 

is met by the driver means car doesn‟t able to move and 

buzzer also rose. Then after some time the buzzer is turn off 

then the driver‟s and the location information is forward to 

the server. So the intimation will sent to police. So no 

accused can escape from effective capture case. 

 
Fig. 3: Effective capture behavior analysis flow diagram 

IV. RESULT 

This paper gives a different way of approaching the 

problem. The accident location can be located easily and the 

detection of accident is precise unlike the prior approaches, 

Thus the vehicle speed was effectively tracked and informed 

immediately with warnings. Effective capture cases was 

detected and prevented. If the accident occurs the location is 

founded by GPS and the information stored in the database 

of the mobile application where the driver enters the 

necessary details was forwarded as notification message to 

the registered numbers ,police, ambulance and the injured 

victim get the emergency support as early as possible. Also 

the suspect who caused the accident can be identified. 

V. CONCLUSION 

With the advent of science and technology in every walk of 

life the importance of vehicle safety has increased and the 

main priority is being given to reduce the alarming time 

when an accident occur, so that the wounded lives can be 

attended in lesser time by the rescue team. This paper 

presents vehicle accident detection and alert system with 

SMS to the user defined mobile numbers, police, ambulance 

and alternate condition is given by pressing a switch, in 

order to interrupt the flow of sending the message in case of 

no casualty, this will help to save time of medical rescue 

team and unnecessary alarming which creates havoc in such 

unusual conditions. The accident location automatic 

detection will help us to provide security to the vehicles and 

to the lives of the people. The high priority is given to the 

lives of the people. This paper provides the design which 

has the advantages of low cost, portability, small size and 

easy expansibility. 
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